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Abstract
Over the past decade, significant changes have been affecting the retail industry, largely
due to the rapid pace of technological developments. With the advent of mobility
and self-service models, retailers are aggressively working to stay ahead of the technology
curve and meet new customers’ demands and buying preferences. As such, retailers are
seeking to be ubiquitous in today’s digital world. However, being ubiquitous is still not
enough. To better personalize and enhance service delivery, businesses need to know the
users of their products and their service preferences. They also need to have the means
through which identities can be ascertained. This article provides an overview of the main
challenges facing the retail industry in this regard and some of the emerging realities of
the Internet age that are impacting the industry. This paper argues that the insecurity of
the Internet and the risk of identity theft are major obstacles to the development and
optimal use of the Internet economy. The study aims to explore the role of modern
identity management in the retail industry, while shedding light on one of the world’s
most renowned identity management infrastructures—in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE)—and examining how reliable identity management systems can push the retail
industry into new frontiers.
JEL classification numbers: L89
Keywords: Retailing, digital identity, identity management, national ID, e-economy.

1 Introduction
Today’s business world is metamorphosing! The forces shaping our world are immense,
complex, surprising, and challenging [1]. More than ever, the prosperity of organizations,
societies, and individuals depends on the extent to which they can adapt to these forces
and use them to their advantage (Ibid).
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Amid all this, the retail industry is in the throes of outgrowing conventional
merchandising. The paradigm shift in consumer behavior from analogue to digital has not
only affected the mode of sale but also the marketing modes and all other dimensions (see
Figure 1). In fact, the Internet is increasingly influencing retail industry supply and
demand [2]. Mobile technology, online marketing, and advanced distribution systems are
fundamentally changing the nature of retailing (Ibid).

Figure 1: Technology’s impact on the retail industry
Studies indicate that more retailers are going global to capture a larger share of the $1.4
trillion e-commerce market [3]. The competition is obviously fierce and the marketplace
is becoming more global and crowded. As such, retailers are constantly trying to find
customers by cutting through the layers of value perception with their products and
services aided by enhanced brand presence, which feeds the higher purchasing power of
targeted customers.

Figure 2: Retail and marketing transformation
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The impact of digitalization has been immense on everything related to a seller reaching
the buyer and vice versa. The social networks have added a new dimension to the
customers’ online behavior. The paradox of human behavior today is such that people
spend time more with their own selves while connected socially on the Internet. They
spend time in the virtual presence of others but are in their own physical presence.
The mobility accorded by the smart phones and the availability of Internet across these
devices has made people much more reclusive while being omni-present on social
networks. Herein lies the paradox and the complexity of reaching out to the customer in
terms of safely, security, and risk.
The level of trust in existing electronic identity management practices is not high enough
for users to engage in more online transactions. Besides, identity systems in use are not
sufficient to combat the globally growing crime of identity theft, which is wreaking havoc
on economies worldwide. So why are markets not providing appropriate responses? How
should governments approach this and what should be their role?
The objective of this article is to examine the role of modern identity management
infrastructures in the revitalization of the online retail landscape and drive a positive
transformation. We provide an overview of one of the leading and renowned
government-owned identity management infrastructures that aims to reap the benefits of
the Internet economy, namely the UAE national identity management infrastructure,
which plays a significant role in pushing the retail industry into new frontiers.
The article is structured as follows. In section 2, we outline some of the challenges and
emerging realities of the Internet age facing the retail industry. In section 3, we present
some statistics around the mounting crime of identity theft and how it is impacting the
growth of the retail industry. We examine the existing electronic identity management
practices and why they are not sufficient to combat identity theft in the retail industry. In
section 4, we provide an overview of the UAE’s national identity management
infrastructure and explain how the government aims to provide individuals, businesses,
and government organizations with secure and reliable management of digital identity and
personal data. The article concludes in section 5.

2 Changing Face of Retailing
In today’s virtually driven world, the 7.1 billion population on Earth constitutes a
potential customer base. From a retail perspective, knowing who among these are the
most likely to buy particular products or consume particular services is a decisive set of
data. It is clear that retailers have an opportunity to capture new customers online and
increase sales through a compelling omni-channel strategy [4].
But how well do retailers know their customers in today’s digital world? Global markets
and innovative forms of multichannel retailing demand a fresh look at the dynamics of
today’s retailing environment [5]. Figure 3 depicts some emerging new realities of
relationship management. Retailers need to understand these emerging consumer
perceptions, especially in markets that are undergoing rapid change (Ibid).
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Figure 3: Emerging new realities of relationship management
Retailers around the world are under intense pressure to deliver services for customers
that are personalized and integrated rather than adopt a one-size-fits-all approach. The
transactional approach that multichannel retailers have traditionally applied to loyalty
programs is no longer sufficient to build longer-term customer affinity [6,7]. The collision
of the virtual and physical worlds is fundamentally changing consumers’ purchasing
behaviors [8]. Consumers are continuing to use the power of digital technologies to
redefine the way in which they interact with retailers [6].
In essence, the realities of relationship management have changed. So one may wonder,
how does this relationship get built? Collin Shaw [9] in The DNA of Customer Experience
argues that customers are driven by a set of emotional values. Shaw’s emotional values
consist of a pyramid of four clusters as depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Hierarchy of emotional value. Source: Shaw [9]
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The lowest cluster means that if businesses evoke these emotions with their customers,
then they will lose value. This lower cluster represents the feelings when people are
disappointed and frustrated towards a service or a product. The next cluster, “attention
cluster,” is where the customers’ emotions are garnered to indulge in the beginning of an
interest in a product/service. The positivity moves up by an enduring relationship of trust
and value, with the customer being taken care of by the retailers. Here is where the
relationship building takes place and where the retailer needs to know the customer more
closely and personally. This is the most crucial part of a relationship-building exercise.
Once the trust is gained, the customer becomes the advocate of the seller. But the
unfortunate reality is that retailers today do not know their customers well—do they really
know?
According to a survey released in January 2012 by Boston Retail Partners [10], 31% of
North American retailers remain unable to identify their customers at the point of sale
(POS). The survey also found that no retailer could identify customers connecting through
mobile devices. As depicted in Figure 5, the most common customer contact information
available includes telephone numbers (38%), customer/identification number (34%),
email address (34%), name and address (31%), and member/club number (28%). But
these still do not provide the reliable identification data that retailers need, as they might
be subject to change from time to time.

Figure 5: Boston Retail Partners Survey. Source: [9]
On the other hand, what makes this worse are the growing crimes related to identity theft,
which has reached to a point where it is now threatening the growth of online retailers and
the provisioning of financial and government services online as well. To shed light on the
seriousness of this issue, the next section will provide some statistical elaboration.
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3 Identity Theft
Retailers are turning to online systems to provide secure and easy-to-use transaction
systems and to build deeper relationships with their now global customers. But such an
online marketplace inspired newfangled risks for consumers and retailers [11]. For
instance, online payment systems have created increasing demand for online customers to
create and recreate identities with every retailer they interact with—all of whom are
susceptible to different threats of identity theft (Ibid).
By definition, identity theft refers to the unauthorized use of an individual or entity’s
identity to conduct illicit activity [12]. Identity theft has increased at an alarming rate over
the past few years [13]. Personal information lost in data breaches are frequently used to
commit fraud [14]. While credit card numbers remain the most popular item revealed in a
data breach, in reality, other information can be more useful to fraudsters (Ibid).
Data breaches represent a multifaceted threat. According to a study conducted by the
Urban Institute’s Justice Policy Center, identity theft and fraud will continue to be the
fastest-growing crimes in the next five to 10 years; however, the nature of identity theft is
likely to shift to more organized, high-stakes, global attacks [16]. The study also indicates
that organized retail crime will continue to grow and become one of the most costly
crimes experienced by the security industry (Ibid). As per the Javelin Strategy report,
identity fraud incidents in 2012 increased by more than one million victims and fraudsters
stole more than $21 billion—the highest amount since 2009 [16]. See Figure 6.

Figure 6: Overall identity fraud incidence rate and total fraud amount by year
In another study published recently by LexisNexis [17], data breaches continued to play a
significant role in identity fraud, resulting in greater liability for merchants as the
percentages of incidents increased from 12% in 2012 to 17% in 2013. In general,
online-channel frauds increased by 36%, costing merchants $3.10 for each dollar of fraud
losses. Not surprisingly, mobile merchants have incurred the greatest fraud losses as a
percent of revenue among all merchant segments (0.75% in 2013). This is the only
segment not to have benefitted from a decrease in fraud as a percent of revenue from 2012
to 2013. Mobile merchants are seeing an increase in revenue through this channel from
14% in 2012 to 19% in 2013. As depicted in Figure 7, Javelin report suggests that among
all online users tablet owners have been the most susceptible to fraud; 80% more likely
than all other consumers to become fraud victims.
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Figure 7: Fraud incidence by ownership of technology products. Source: [17]
Beyond a doubt, new technologies have been developed to contain identity-related frauds.
Chip-and-pin (C&P) smart cards have been introduced in the banking industry to enable
more secure payment systems for credit, debit, and ATM cards. But, it was found that the
C&P and other remote payment fraud is on the rise in 2013, with the proportion of
fraudulent transactions initiated online increasing by 36%, and those initiated by mail or
telephone doubling in the same time period.
The opportunity and anonymity that are touted as the secure features make the C&P and
other types of remote payment fraud appealing to fraudsters. Many means exist today to
glean and misuse user payment information and account credentials. However, the fact
that fraudsters are exploiting the online channel does not mean that they are abandoning
the physical channel just yet. Merchants with a physical presence saw an increase in the
proportion of fraud through the physical channel as well (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Percentage of fraudulent transactions attributable
to channels among merchants. Source: LexisNexis [17]
Lost and stolen merchandise is declining as a percentage of fraud losses. Therefore,
identity theft (involving fraudulent card, check, or mobile payments), and, to a lesser
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extent, fraudulent requests for return and refund, are likely driving the increase in the
proportion of physical channel fraudulent transactions in all fraud. Proper authentication
at the POS will help merchants avoid the charge-backs and fees to financial institutions
that may result from identity fraud. Improving company policies designed to limit
fraudulent returns and refunds may be a difficult balancing act for
customer-service-focused merchants, but they may help to curtail the not-inconsequential
18% of fraud losses resulting from this type of fraud.
Going further on these reports, the merchant community is in general agreement with the
existence of fraud owing to identity theft. The majority seems to have accepted this as a
risk that is inevitable, but current risk mitigation mechanisms seem to do little to thwart
these fraudulent activities (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Merchants’ attitude towards e-commerce fraud. Source: LexisNexis [17]
The message to note here is that, while the community accepts risks due to identity frauds
as inevitable and might even consider them for defining their risk appetite, the loss of
opportunity due to perceived threats is huge. Customers who find that there are little or no
efforts in thwarting identity theft from the retailers are less likely to do business with
them. The largest sector of the retail, the small and medium establishments, thus stand to
lose and lose heavily.
As depicted in Figure 10, the biggest challenge to address is in the verification of
customers’ identities. Thirty-nine percent of merchants consider verifying customers’
identity to be the most challenging aspect of selling to consumers at the point of sale and
remotely.
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Figure 10: Top challenges in controlling international fraud (2012–2013).
Source: LexisNexis [17]
The issue requires a more comprehensive approach to protecting personal information [18,
19]. The ad hoc way in which online identities are managed today cannot withstand the
increasing assaults from expert criminal attackers [17]. A new approach to securely
managing online identity is essential—namely, a system that uses an interoperable,
vendor-neutral framework and gives end users more direct control over their digital
identity (Ibid).
To unlock the full value potential, the retail industry needs to embrace a new paradigm for
digital identity applications. According to a report by the Boston Consulting Group, the
value created through digital identities could reach 1 trillion euros in Europe by 2020 [10].
Two-thirds of digital identity’s total value potential stands to be lost if stakeholders fail to
establish a trusted flow of personal data (Ibid).
Faced with such business opportunities, governments around the world have initiated
national identity management infrastructure development programs to leverage strong
identity credentials in electronic environments for both public and private sectors use. The
next section provides an overview of one of the most renowned and ambitious initiatives
in the world that aims to provide individuals, businesses, and government organizations
with secure and reliable management of digital identity and personal data.

4 Government-Owned Digital Identity Management to Support
e-Economy Development
The government of the UAE initiated a national identity management infrastructure
development program in 2003. All citizens and legal residents were enrolled in 2012. The
enrollment process consisted of capturing the biometrics of all those above the ages of 15,
mainly fingerprints and facial recognition supplemented now by iris recognition, and
issuing them in a digital format as the national identification in the form of a unique
permanent number and smart card.
The national identity management infrastructure in the UAE is based on a key public
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infrastructure, which is a cryptographic technique that enables users to securely
communicate on an insecure public network and reliably verify the identity of a user via
digital signatures [21].
As depicted in Figure 11, the UAE smart card provides advanced user authentication
capabilities more securely than standard usernames and passwords in addition to
electronic signature capabilities to sign documents to ensure non-repudiation. The card
also enables establishing a person’s identity on-site or remotely, allowing secure and
trusted transactions. The multi-factor authentication provides match-on-card and
match-off-card features facilitates validation, verification, and authentication of an
identity. The card holder then gets all of the identity-based services.

Figure 11: UAE national ID card advanced capabilities
The UAE has recently set up an online national validation gateway to provide online card
holder authentication, verification, and validation services to public and private sector
organizations. The UAE national validation gateway’s strong authentication services offer
the widest array of authentication choices to meet the needs of public and private
organizations. In principle, the use of the national gateway provides more secure, online,
real-time validation, verification, and authentication of identity credentials (i.e., card,
transaction, and holder genuineness; see also Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Online validation gateway scenario
The national validation gateway ensures that not only are identification processes made
seamless to enhance service delivery but they also vastly improve business processes,
leading to strong bottom lines (Figure 13). Prevention of identity theft leads to direct
prevention of losses and contributes to growth in over-the-counter sales and online.
Increased online sales directly implies a lower cost of sales and higher margins.

Figure 13: National validation gateway impact
on identification and business processes
A recent study conducted by Ernst & Young for the UAE government reported that across
different sectors in UAE, while the customer is “registered,” the business still asks for
identification to be provided, but during the transactions a sizeable number of companies
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do not identify their customers securely. More importantly, for any identification need,
the customer has to visit the service provider’s premises (Figure 14). Moreover, this
process is completely lacking in the retail industry. The study suggests that remote
transactions are not secure enough due to lack of proper identity verification in the retail
industry in the UAE.

Figure 14: Survey results of ID verification in UAE
The study also suggested that potential benefits to the UAE economy could exceed a
trillion dollars in local currency ($271 billion) in terms of productivity enhancement,
direct consumer benefits, reduction in space utilization, paper reduction (contributing to a
green environment), and cost savings from diverse other aspects (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Identity management infrastructure potential
benefits to UAE economy
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The UAE identity management infrastructure offers significant opportunities for retailers.
It provides the needed support to guide the public sector and businesses for setting
efficient framework conditions for innovation across the public and private sectors while
enhancing security, privacy, and trust in the Internet economy. The UAE government is
also working on extending and leveraging its existing national identity management
infrastructure to support the authentication of smart phone and mobile device users as
well [21]. Retailers will have the same credentials available for verification in such
mobile environments and significant opportunities that may exceed current potential value
reported above.

5 Concluding Remarks
Solid identity management and strong credentialing practices enable the verification of
identities that are critical for the retail industry. In fact, identity management is the main
vehicle for building sustainable economies. As a key instrument for establishing the
identity, the UAE national identity card system provides a strong framework for
increasing the governance and providing internal controls. The card and the identity
management comply with all international standards and regulations and provide a secure
verifiable identity for individuals. The outcome is the ability to have self-service
interfaces that enable a reduction in costs for the services using automation for policy
enforcement. This ability, backed by a centralized audit trail, provides a strong backbone
for businesses to be carried out innovatively. This not only reduces IT operational costs
but also provides the much-touted user efficiency and productivity (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Identity management contribution dimensions
Adopting solutions designed to capitalize on national identity management infrastructure
allows businesses to navigate the shifting retail landscape and drive positive
transformation, including critical objectives such as the delivering a smarter shopping
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experience and building smarter merchandising and supply networks. These advanced
technologies provided by government have staggering capabilities to revitalize the retail
industry. The applications built on the use of digital identity can drive massive value
growth for both public and private sector organizations [10]. For retailers and online
businesses, such an infrastructure has value potential to improve process automation, user
enablement, personalization, enhanced delivery, personal data-driven R&D, and
secondary monetization (Ibid). Government-owned identity management infrastructures
are essential building blocks for the Internet to operate as a platform for economic
development and social progress.
Different countries have taken different approaches. The approach followed by the
government of the UAE is based on its leadership vision that governments’ involvement
is needed to succeed in the digital economy. This is to ensure ready and affordable access,
a level playing field, and an open competitive environment that enables everyone to tap
the economic benefit of the Internet [3]. Governments need to intervene if they want to be
winners. They should aim to support and enforce a predictable, minimalist, consistent,
and simple legal environment for commerce (Ibid).
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